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EnZo Knives

Casström is a small but ambitious company based in Swedish Lapland. We believe that spending more time in contact 
with nature makes us all more balanced and we strive to contribute to this aim. We do this by developing products 
that are inspiring to use. Our designs are rooted in the Scandinavian knife making and outdoor tradition but with 

amendments and modern elements based on user feedback and tests. In Sweden, there is a long standing tradition of 
making outdoor equipment displaying outstanding performance, quality and craftsmanship. 

We aim to balance innovation and improved production efficiency with the Swedish traditional design and 
craftsmanship to meet higher performance standards and offer more value.  

 
We also believe that our way of doing business which is based on seeking to always improve 

products, services and the relationships over the long-term can contribute to a better and more sustainable world.
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EnZo KnivesCasström Lars Fält Knife

Lars Fält Knife
The Lars Fält knife is the result of a collaboration between Casström and 
Survival and Bushcraft legend Lars Fält. It is a very sturdy Bushcraft knife 
made with features that Lars has tested and perfected over a life time of knife 
use and experience. 
The knife has a full-tang construction with the blade measuring approx. 
11,5cm long with a straight and fairly round handle made to suit both large 
and small hands. The leather cord for the handle and a strong leather sheath 
is included.
The blade is made of around 3,5mm thick Böhler K720 high carbon tool 
steel (58-60HRC) to make the blade extremely durable for heavy use such as 
log-splitting, or so-called “batoning” without making the knife too heavy or 
uncomfortable to carry.
The knife has a Scandinavian grind to make it very robust, whilst at the same 
time easy to carve wood with or sharpen on a small flat whetstone/sharpener 
in the forest. The knife is a really good all-round tool for forest use.
The handle is made of high grade Curly birch with black fibre liners. 

No. 11804 - Curly birch handle, 11.5cm K720 Blade/Scandi, sheath

About Lars Fält
Lars Fält is a living legend when it comes to Survival and Bushcraft. Special forces and civilians from all over the world have 
been training with Lars as their Survival instructor and his methods are well tested in the field. Lars’ passion for Bushcraft 
has lead him along winding trails and long canoeing trips all over the world. Exciting stories and great knowledge is also 
to be found in his books published through the years. He founded the Swedish Armed Forces Survival school and was in 
charge there for many years.  Lars Fält has significant experience training paratroopers and rangers in the Swedish Army 
and he has been trained as a survival instructor by British SAS and American Special Forces. 
He has been involved in survival training all over the world and during his travels he has met many local and indigenous 
people with deep knowledge of the nature, which has meant a lot to him and allowed him to develop even better respect 
and knowledge of  traditional methods and ways of life. 
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Casstrom Safari - Mini Hunter Knife - Designed by Alan Wood 
Safari - a small but competent knife from Casström. Designed by renowned English custom knife maker Alan Wood known for his handmade Bushcraft and Deer 
Stalking knives.  A compact hunting knife featuring a 6cm stainless steel blade with a hollow grind. The blade is made using a full tang contruction, features 
a tapered tang and is made in 12c27 Swedish Stainless steel (HRC 59). The tapered tang and shape of the handle makes the knife very nicely balanced and 
comfortable. Available in stabilized curly birch, Black or Orange G10.  All these materials are tough, water resistant and low maintenance. The design in combination 
with the materials used makes this a very beautiful but highly resilient piece of kit. Ideal as a small skinner for deer and as a small belt knife for safari hunters.

Casström Safari - Mini Hunter Knives

No. 10618 - Stabilised Curly Birch, Brown Leather Sheath
No. 10620 - Black G10, Brown Leather Sheath
No. 10630 - Orange G10, Brown Leather Sheath

About the designer:
Alan Wood has been a professional knifemaker since 1985 and has become the 
UK’s most emulated craftsman due to his practical and attractive designs. Also 
well known for his collaboration with survival expert Ray Mears.

About the design:
“The initial concept was to attempt to design a hunter’s knife that produced a tool 
of minimum dimensions which was still efficient in use. At first it was for the large 
proportion of British deerstalkers who hunt for the smaller species such as roe and 
muntjac. However, it was picked up by others such as the Swedish hunter Jeppe 
Stridh as an ideal cutting tool for his country’s elk hunters in combination with a 
forest axe. Further research has shown that it is an adequate and popular compact 
belt accessory for those on safari, hence the name. Basically, an easily carried tool 
that can be used to remove the viscera and to perform basic skinning to save a 
trophy cape when far from the vehicle’s tool kit. “ 
/ Alan Wood

The handle has a unique tapered tang for 
improved balance in accordance with the 
designers specifications

Comes with a sturdy leather sheath.
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Casström Woodsman Knife - Designed by Roger Harrington
A classic wilderness knife designed by custom knife maker Roger Harrington of England.
A full-tang knife with a blade measuring approx. 9cm long , straight and fairly round handle made to suit both large and small hands. The leather cord for 
the handle and a strong deep pocket leather sheath is included.
The blade is made of around 4mm thick Böhler K720 high carbon tool steel (58-60HRC) to make the blade extremely durable for heavy use such as log-
splitting, or so-called “batoning” without making the knife too heavy or uncomfortable to carry.
The knife has a Scandinavian grind to make it very robust at the same time easy to carve wood with and easy to sharpen on a small flat whetstone/
sharpener in the forest. The knife is a really good all-round tool for field use.
The handle is made of Curly birch or approx. 5000 year old English bog oak. The bog oak has a rough texture and the colour tone can vary from pitch 
black to dark brown or grey. 
No. 10804 - Curly Birch, 9cm K720 blade/Scandi
No. 10809 - Bog Oak, 9cm K720 blade/Scandi  
No. 10824 - Curly birch, 9cm K720 blade, matching Fire steel combo 
No. 10829 - Bog Oak, 9cm K720 blade, matching Fire steel combo

About the designer :
Roger Harrington is an experienced outdoorsman and knife maker who has taught Bushcraft and survival to civil and military customers for the last 
twenty years with his company Bison Bushcraft in Sussex , England.

Casström Woodsman Knives

No. 10809 No. 10804

No. 10824

No. 10829
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Casström No.10 Swedish Forest Knife

No. 13101 - Bohler K720 (O2) High carbon tool steel  
No. 13103 - Bohler K720 (O2) High carbon tool steel
No. 13104 - Bohler K720 (O2) High carbon tool steel

No. 13107 - Sandvik 14c28n Stainless steel
No. 13108 - Sandvik 14c28n Stainless steel

No.13118 - Stabilised Curly Birch, 10cm Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel, Brown sheath
No.13119 - Blue Stabilised Curly Birch, 10cm Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel, Black sheath
No.13120 - Black Micarta, 10cm Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel, Black sheath
No.13130 - Orange G10, 10cm Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel, Black sheath

With Scandinavian Grind - For Bushcraft and heavy use
A multi-purpose knife for hunting, bushcraft and general use in the great outdoors. The blade is 10cm long and made using 3.8mm thick 
Böhler K720 high carbon tool steel (HRC 58-60) or Swedish Sandvik 14C28N Stainless steel(HRC 57-59. These steels in combination with the 
Scandinavian grind makes these knives very strong, yet very easy to sharpen and they easily take a great edge. There are black fibre liners 
between the handle scales and steel to enhance durability over time. The wood has been finished with a traditional Scandinavian linseed oil 
based finish and comes with a sturdy welted sheath made from cognac brown or black 3mm vegetable tanned full-grain leather. The sheath 
features an extra wide belt loop and a fluid draining hole.

With Full Flat Grind - For Hunting and lighter use
The full flat grind version features the same spec as the above made using Swedish Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel. This steel in 
combination with the full flat grind make this model a very good cutter and slicer ideal for hunting, fishing and general outdoor use. The 
model is available in stabilized curly birch wood (blue or natural), Black Micarta or Orange G10.  All these materials are tough, water resistant and low 
maintenance. Comes with a sturdy welted sheath made from cognac brown or black 3mm vegetable tanned full-grain leather. The sheath 
features an extra wide belt loop, a fluid draining hole and a lanyard hole.

No. 13118
(with Brown Sheath)

No. 13101
No. 13104/13108 No. 13103/13107

No. 13119
(with Black Sheath)

No. 13130
(with Black Sheath)

No. 13120
(with Black Sheath)
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EnZo KnivesCasström Swedish Forest Knives

No. 13124 - Curly Birch, 
Carbon steel
No. 13128 - Curly birch, 
Stainless steel

No. 3 Dangler
Code 10101
Optional extra

Swedish Forest Knife with Combo sheath and Fire Steel
The SFK range is also available with combo sheaths and fire steels. Available in Carbon (Bohler K720) or stainless steel (Sandvik 14c28n) . 

Casstrom Knife Making Kits  
The SFK range is also available as make your own kits. 
No. 14000 - 10cm blade, K720 carbon steel, curly birch scales, corby rivets
No. 14001 - 10cm blade, Stainless 14c28N steel, curly birch scales, corby rivets
No. 14004 - 10cm blade, Stainless 14c28N steel, green micarta scales, corby rivets
No. 14005 - 10cm blade, K720 carbon steel, green micarta scales, corby rivets

Blade blanks of all models are also available!

No. 13121 - Oak, 
Carbon steel

No. 13123 - Micarta, 
Carbon steel
No.13127 - Micarta, 
Stainless steel

No. 10101 No. 10102 No. 10103

Casström No.3 Dangler
The No.3 Dangler is an accessory to let your knife hang further down from the waist, allowing more freedom of movement and making handling on and off 
the belt smoother.  With a Dangler the knife can be easily accessed even when you have a jacket on or a large backpack with a hip belt and it is easy to sit 
down without the knife getting in the way. When the sheath hangs it can be bent at the height of the hip joint which allows the knife to smoothly follow 
your legs movement if attached at the bottom by a cord - you can run, climb and bend almost without noticing the knife.
The D-ring is a carabiner and thus allows you to take the knife off without having to open your belt. It is made of sturdy 8mm thick aluminum and in tests 
the breaking strength has exeeded 400kg. It can also be utilised to hoist up equipment, pull an animal, anchor a dog leash to your waist or suspend a tarp or 
hammock. Note that the D-ring should not be used for climbing since a fall can create forces that far exceed 400kg even if the person is not heavy. The belt 
loop is made of sturdy 3mm thick vegetable tanned cowhide available in Cognac Brown, Black or Dark brown. The loop can take belts with a width up to 
6cm. The Dangler’s D-ring will take knife sheaths with a belt loop up to 34mm wide. 
No. 10101 - Dangler with Cognac Brown Leather loop 
No. 10102 - Dangler with Black Leather loop
No. 10103 - Dangler with Dark Brown Leather loop
No. 10109 - Dangler with Black Leather Loop and Black D-ring
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Casström Outdoor Accessories

Leather accessories
Made from thick sturdy vegetable tanned leather
No. 11500 - Axe Loop for most axes 
No. 11505 - Bottle holder for Beck olja traditional remedy
No. 33025 - Axe sheath for Hultafors Agdor trekking axes

No. 33025 - No. 25 Premium 
Cognac Axe Sheath

No. 11510 - Overstrike guard
Premium Cognac leather

Photo by: Jo Stenersen

No.11505 - Bottle Holder 
for Beck Olja 

No. 11500 - Axe loop  Cognac Brown
No. 11520 - Axe Loop Black
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Antler Whistle
Stag antler whistle with reindeer 
leather cord.  
No. 33079

No.12209

No.12207

No.12204

No.12202

No.12203

No. 392202No. 139231

Fire steel strikers
These Swedish fire steel strikers will not let 
you down even when other lighters and 
matches fail. The steel diameter is 9.5mm 
and it extends 6 cm (full army Size). 
No. 12202 - Reindeer antler
No. 12203 - natural curly birch
No. 12204 - Oak handle
No. 12207 - Green micarta
No. 12209 - Bog Oak
No. 392202 - Make your own striker kit (antler)
No. 139231 -  Make your own striker kit (Curly birch)
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EnZo Knives
Casström Field Saws

No. 133161

No. 132768

Spare Blades for Saws 
Relacement blades for No.7 and No.11 saws made from high carbon stainless 
steel.  
No. 132799 - No 7 
No. 133192 - No 11

Casstrom Field Saws 
The Casström Field Saw allows you to open the chest cage and pelvic 
bone on larger game safely and quickly without puncturing the gut 
or causing unintended damage. The teeth on the saw have been 
precision ground for fast and efficient cutting. 
The end of the blade is rounded off and features a safety tip. 
The saw blade is made using a high quality stainless blade steel that makes the 
saw very durable but also easy clean in a hygienic way. The handle and saw blade 
have been designed in a unique way to allow the blade to be replaced if worn out. 
The handle is made from precision milled, impact resistant and weatherproof G10 
laminated glass fibre. This material does not absorb any blood or liquids and is very 
strong and durable.
The saw comes with a sturdy Cordura nylon belt pouch. The steel used for the blade 
has been carefully selected and tested to meet high standards set for cutting efficiency 
as well as strict hygiene requirements for handling food. 

To change the blade, simply unscrew the four security screws/bolts, 
separate the two handle scales and replace the blade.  Please note that the three 
screws closest to the blade will only unscrew from the front of the handle (with 
Casstrom logo facing you) as the bolts inserted from the back are fixed in their position. 
The fourth screw and bolt at the end of the handle may require two allen keys/hex 
tools to be undone.
No. 132768 - No 7 Orange 
No. 133161 - No 11 Orange

Spare nylon pouch available upon request!
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Classic Wood Carving Range

No.15001 - 8cmNo.15006 - 6cm

www.casstrom.com       service@casstrom.se     Tel: +46 (0)950 700590

No.15010 - Right

No.15010 - RightNo.15011 - Left

Classic Wood Carving Range
A traditional line of wood carving knives made in high carbon steel with oiled birch handles and leather sheaths.
No. 15001 - 8cm wood carving knife, with leather sheath
No. 15006 - 6 cm wood carving knife, with leather sheath
No. 15010 - Spoon carving knife, right handed (pull cuts), with leather sheath
No. 15011 - Spoon carving knife, left handed (push cuts), with leather sheath
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